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Environmental Committee Minutes 12th December  2007 
 
 

 18.4. 16.5 20.6 18.6 19.9 24.10 14.11 12.12  

Martin Leahy   A A P A A   

Brian.Considine p  P A A P A p  

Campbell.Catering   A A a A A   

Emma Murphy   P A A A A p  

Toshko.Zhelev p p P A P A P p  

Tom Harrington   A A A A A   

Patricia Conlan P A P P A P P p  

J.J.Leahy   A P A A A   

          

 

Vincent.Warfield p  P A A A A   

Michelle McAuley a  p P P P P A p  

Colin Fitzpatrick p p P P P P P p  

Pat Stephens a  A A A A A   

Muireann McMahon p p P P P P P a  

Patrick McHugh p p P,p A A A A p  

Paul Butler a p A A a A A   

Clare Langford p p P P P A A a  

Angus Mitchell p p P A P P A p  

Caoilfhionn 
NiBheachain 

  P A P A P p  

 
 

         

 
The Committee offered warmest congratulations to the Fitzpatrick family on the new arrival. The first baby for the UL Environmental Committee. 
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1.Minutes and matters arising 
 
Minutes accepted as presented.   
 
Most items are on the agenda.  Colin confirmed that there had been ca 200 participants in the quiz. He had also had several discussions on related issues 
and it was felt, overall, that the quiz had generated interest in matters environmental.  It was felt that perhaps an earlier time would be better – in that the 
impact of the quiz might have been lost with the December/Exam rush. 
 
2.Meeting with management  
 
Colin report on the meeting with management. Patricia will circulate to the Committee the minutes of the meeting.   
 
Colin confirmed to Toshko that few details regarding SIF/Environmental Committee’s part in the application – were available (or had been included).   
The President had seemed supportive of the work of the Committee in this regard.  Outcome awaited. 
 
There was a lengthy discussion regarding cycle paths, safety, storage etc.  The ULSU is actively engaged in encouraging cyclists and is running a sell-a-bike 
project.  The Committee expressed admiration and support for the project.  Bikes are both sold and bought (and re-sold) at the end of the semester. 
 
Brian confirmed that CCTV cameras had been installed in sensitive bike storage areas and it was agreed that signs would be erected to alert potential thieves 
to CCTV. 
 
Michelle kindly offered Dromroe’s bike storage for the ULSU bikes during the summer – if needed, and Brian thought that the underground carpark at the ERB 
building could be available for this too. 
 
Emma undertook to arrange publication of bike accidents in an Focal to highlight the need for safe cycle lanes on and around the campus. 
 
Patricia will check if the Committee had made any submission to the Local Authorities regarding cycle lanes to UL. Patrick confirmed that he and StJohn had 
had meetings regarding bus and cycle lanes. 
 
The issue of Changeover at the ULSU and the role of Campaigns and Safety Officer or alternatively the ULSU President in relation to the bike project has to 
be decided. 
 
3. Calendar 
 
The Committee was informed that the Equal Opportunities Committee is planning to bring out a calendar this year.  Colin will write to the Acting Equality 
Officer asking if it would be possible to deflect the planned activity into something else so that there would not be a glut of calendars. 
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Angus had mock-ups of the calendar. Emma and Patricia will proof read. 
 
4. Time to walk 
 
Caoilfhionn has had meetings with Buildings (Brian C and Rob R) and fixed sites have been agreed.  15 locations in all have been identified.  The signs will 
be A4 and erected on walls as this will be more secure.  Brian C offered to measure (CAD or OS maps) the actual distances.  Michelle offered to have a free 
standing sign (visibility and security)  in the choice of location. 
 
It was agreed that it would also a good idea to encourage ‘time to cycle’ in the same way between venues. 
 
5. Membership 
 
It was agreed that it would be opportune to send out a call for new members.  No replacement for Clare from the Environment Society has been nominated as 
of yet. 
 
6. Cycling scheme 
 
See under point 2 above. 
 
It was agreed that high visibility jackets (costing 5 + VAT) would be a useful ‘advertising’ device (money from ULSU surplus to calendar requirements). Colin 
reported that this quote could be improved in that for each batch of 25 ordered a slogan could be printed, cost free. 
 
7. AOB 
 
Caoilfhionn reported on the conflicting notices on the main photocopier in the Schumann Building.  She will remove the notice urging double sided printing, 
until the issue of the equipment has been resolved. 
 
Caoilfhionn and Angus floated the idea of regular ‘discussion evenings’ to address issues of the day on environmental matters, and to invite speakers as 
appropriate.  The Committee approved of the idea, 
 
Angus raised the question of Fair Trade Week and Patrick confirmed that the ULSU was strategising its response to a range of issues, including diversity, 
environmental, and other.  Ideas welcome.  It was again noted that the Contemplative Centre and MIC are both active in relation to Fair Trade issues. 
 
Emma and Patrick informed the Committee that the ULSU now has an outdoor cinema (in The Stables) which could be a useful venue for Environmental films 
etc. 
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Colin congratulated JJ and Patricia on their election to GA.   
 
8. Next meeting 
 
This will be in January – date/venue to be confirmed. 


